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Shadows of Lions Bookbaby
Acclaimed Southern mystery master Christopher Swann delivers "a book that's
literary fiction, a spy novel, and a relentless thriller all in one" (Lee Goldberg, New
York Times bestselling author), perfect for fans of Linwood Barclay and Michael
Farris Smith. Nick Anthony has retreated to the North Carolina mountains to mourn
the untimely death of his wife. Once a popular professor, Nick just wants to be left
alone with his grief. But when his estranged brother and sister-in-law die in a house
fire, a stunned Nick learns he has a niece, Annalise, who is missing. At the scene of
the crime, the men who set the fire have realized Annalise, and the information they
are looking for, got away. Feverish and exhausted, she stumbles onto her uncle's
porch, throwing Nick into the middle of the mystery of her parents’ death and the
dangerous criminals hunting her down. Hired to retrieve the stolen information at any
price, private military contractor Cole and his team track Annalise to Nick’s cabin.
But Nick has a hidden past of his own—and more than a few deadly tricks up his
sleeve.
Pride of Lions Grand Central Publishing
ADVENTURES IN AN OTHER-WORLDLY NEW-AGE VENICE it is the year 1537. The
great winged Lion stares over a Venice where magic thrives. The rich Venetian Republic is a
bastion of independence and tolerance. Perhaps for that reason, it is also corrupt, and rotten
with intrigue. But for the young brothers Marco and Benito Valdosta, vagabond and thief,
Venice is simply-home. They have no idea that they stand at the center of the city's coming
struggle for its very life. They know nothing of the powerful forces moving in the
background. They have barely heard of Chernobog, demonlord of the North, who is shifting
his pawns to attack Venice in order to cut into the underbelly of the Holy Roman Empire. All
Marco and Benito know is that they're hungry and in dangerous company: Katerina the
smuggler, Caesare the sell-sword, Montagnard assassins, church inquisitors, militant Knights
of the Holy Trinity, Dottore Marina the Strega mage . . . and Maria. Maria might be an honest
canaler, but she had the hottest temper a boy could find. Yet among the dark waters of the
canals lurk far worse dangers than a hot-tempered girl. Chernobog has set a monster loose to
wreak havoc on the city. Magic, murder and evil are all at work to pull Venice down.
Fanatical monks seek to root out true witchcraft with fire and sword. Steel-clad Teutonic
knights, wealth traders, church dignitaries and great Princes fight and plot for control of the
jewel of the Mediterranean. And somehow all of these, from thieves to mages to princes,
must gather around Marco and his brother Benito, under the shadow of the great winged lion
of Venice. At the publisher's request, this title is sold without DRM (Digital Rights
Management). "The prolific Lackey and cohorts Flint and Freer whip up a luscious
bouillabaisse of politics, intrigue, love and black magic set in an "Other-worldly, New-Age
Venice. . . ." The authors' use of contemporary American vernacular . . . instead of pompous
period speech keeps the pages turning fast. . . ." ¾Publishers Weekly "[A] massive
concoction of alternate history, high fantasy, and historical romance set in the sixteenth-
century Venice of an alternate world . . . rich plotting, vivid characterization, and splendid
evocation of Renaissance ethics and culture should make readers turn all the pages."
¾Booklist ". . . a sweeping alternate history. .. .The authors deftly wield the juxtaposition of
fantasy and history into a finely crafted story." ¾Romantic Times "[A] top pick . . . fast-
paced action and complex, believable settings." ¾The Bookwatch

Christian Faith Publishing, Inc.
A sizzling novel of passion, peril, and searing sensuality from “a master among master storytellers”
(Affaire de Coeur)—a magical weaver of spellbinding tales, enticing characters, and unforgettable
romance. The darkly handsome warrior found her in the hot desert night, the last survivor of a caravan
devastated by a brutal attack. But Thea could hardly have found a less likely savior. Brooding and
powerful, the infamous Lord Ware felt no need to rescue a total stranger, but Thea’s striking beauty and
fighting spirit moved him. So the knight in tarnished armor carried her away to his secret stronghold at
Dundragon, where she would become his prisoner, his tormentor, his lover . . . and the one weapon his
deadly enemy could use to destroy him.

Lions and Lamps Simon and Schuster
The author of the critically acclaimed, award-winning debut novel, Lamb
returns with “a story of haunted histories and broken promises” (O, The
Oprah Magazine, Must-Read Book of the Summer). Set on the Colorado high
plains, the town of Lions is nearly deserted. Built to be a glorious city, it
was never fit for farming, mining, trading, or any of the industries its
pioneers imagined. The Walkers have been settled on its barren terrain for
generations—a simple family in a town still enthralled by promises of bigger,
better, and brighter. But when a stranger appears, his unsettling presence
sets off a chain reaction that will change the fates of everyone he
encounters. When the patriarch John Walker dies, his son Gordon must
choose between leaving for college with his girlfriend, Leigh, or staying with
his family to look after their failing welding shop—and carry on a mysterious
family legacy. While Leigh is desperate to make a better life in the world
beyond Lions, Gordon is strangely hesitant to leave it behind. And as more
families abandon the town, it seems that listening to reason must come at
the cost of betraying his own heart. “Nadzam weaves a strange and
mesmerizing story” that explores ambition and an American obsession with
self-improvement, the responsibilities we have to ourselves and each other,
as well as the everyday illusions that pass for a life worth living (Publishers
Weekly).
In the Shadow of Jezebel (Treasures of His Love Book #4)
Penguin
Shadow of the LionsAlgonquin Books
The Lion's Game Triumph Books
Caught between two kingdoms, Princess Goewin must balance the demands of
leadership with those of her own happiness With her own kingdom in
upheaval and her vicious aunt out for blood, Goewin, princess of Britain
and daughter of High King Artos, flees to the British-allied African
kingdom of Aksum. There, she meets with her fiancé, Constantine,
Britain’s ambassador to Aksum, who is next in line for the throne of
Britain. But Aksum is undergoing its own political turmoil, and Goewin
soon finds herself trapped between two countries, with the well-being of
each at stake. When she learns of another heir to the British throne, she
must handle the precarious situation with great care—for the sake of her
own happiness as well as for the safety of her people. This ebook
features an illustrated biography of Elizabeth Wein including rare images
from the author’s personal collection.

Marie in the Shadow of the Lion History PressLtd
Marie is almost thirteen years old. Her friend Joseph is fourteen.
Before their next bithdays their lives, as they've known them, will
cease to exit. Imagine waking up tomorrow to find that everything
in your life has changed. Your home.
Court of Lions Forge Books
"A book filled with unforgettable characters and a tension that
heightens with every chapter." —The Wall Street Journal A powerful
follow up to multiple award-winning debut Bull Mountain. Brian

Panowich burst onto the crime fiction scene in 2015, winning awards
and accolades from readers and critics alike for his smoldering
debut, Bull Mountain. Now with Like Lions, he cements his place as
one of the outstanding new voices in crime fiction. Clayton
Burroughs is a small-town Georgia sheriff, a new father, and,
improbably, the heir apparent of Bull Mountain’s most notorious
criminal family. As he tries to juggle fatherhood, his job and his
recovery from being shot in the confrontation that killed his two
criminally-inclined brothers last year, he’s doing all he can just
to survive. Yet after years of carefully toeing the line between
his life in law enforcement and his family, he finally has to make
a choice. When a rival organization makes a first foray into
Burroughs territory, leaving a trail of bodies and a whiff of fear
in its wake, Clayton is pulled back into the life he so desperately
wants to leave behind. Revenge is a powerful force, and the vacuum
left by his brothers’ deaths has left them all vulnerable. With his
wife and child in danger, and the way of life in Bull Mountain
under siege for everyone, Clayton will need to find a way to bury
the bloody legacy of his past once and for all.
Pride of the Lions Sweetwater Books
Is Jesus Christ merely a dead mystical religious figure who lived
2000 years ago or the living risen Messiah sent for the redemption
of mankind from the penalty of personal sin? Is Jesus actually able
to communicate with you and I today with understandable words in
our own language? Is He especially viewable and understandable in
the pages, words, and cryptograph of the Holy Bible's Book of
Daniel? You the reader are now at the threshold of not only a
complete teaching of the entire Book of Daniel, but a threshold of
human history unprecedented. Both the great Prophets Daniel and the
Apostle John said that in the days just preceding the return of
Jesus Christ to set up His Millennial 1000 year Kingdom certain
signs would appear on the world stage. Those indicators include: A
worldwide international banking system; a cashless society; a
worldwide common currency; computer technology that would monitor
financial transactions, social interaction, and international
communications; and a satellite communication system that would
allow people to view events simultaneous from any television around
the world. Let not this study of the Book of Daniel be entered into
with fear and trepidation, but with wonder, astonishment and
enthusiasm. Allow the Spirit of the Living God to cause the eyes of
your understanding to be flooded with light, that you might know
the truth and be set free. Best of life to you and yours, Dr.
Martin W. Oliver PhD, BCPC

A Fire in the Night Crescent Sea Publishing
A stunning, powerful debut novel set against the backdrop of
the Cambodian War, perfect for fans of Chris Cleave and
Chimamanda Ngozi Adichie For seven-year-old Raami, the
shattering end of childhood begins with the footsteps of her
father returning home in the early dawn hours bringing details
of the civil war that has overwhelmed the streets of Phnom
Penh, Cambodia's capital. Soon the family's world of carefully
guarded royal privilege is swept up in the chaos of revolution
and forced exodus. Over the next four years, as she endures
the deaths of family members, starvation, and brutal forced
labour, Raami clings to the only remaining vestige of
childhood - the mythical legends and poems told to her by her
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father. In a climate of systematic violence where memory is
sickness and justification for execution, Raami fights for her
improbable survival. Displaying the author's extraordinary gift
for language, In the Shadow of the Banyanis testament to the
transcendent power of narrative and a brilliantly wrought tale
of human resilience. 'In the Shadow of the Banyanis one of the
most extraordinary and beautiful acts of storytelling I have
ever encountered' Chris Cleave, author of The Other Hand
'Ratner is a fearless writer, and the novel explores important
themes such as power, the relationship between love and guilt,
and class. Most remarkably, it depicts the lives of characters
forced to live in extreme circumstances, and investigates how
that changes them. To read In the Shadow of the Banyan is to be
left with a profound sense of being witness to a tragedy of
history' Guardian 'This is an extraordinary debut … as
beautiful as it is heartbreaking' Mail on Sunday
Fear of Lions Shadow of the Lions
“SLY, EXHILARATING . . . HILARIOUS.” —People (Book of the
Week) This is the story of five women . . . Meet Rachel
Grossman. She’ll stop at nothing to protect her daughter,
Aviva, even if it ends up costing her everything. Meet Jane
Young. She’s disrupting a quiet life with her daughter, Ruby,
to seek political office for the first time. Meet Ruby Young.
She thinks her mom has a secret. She’s right. Meet Embeth
Levin. She’s made a career of cleaning up her congressman
husband’s messes. Meet Aviva Grossman. The Internet won’t let
her or anyone else forget her past transgressions. This is the
story of five women . . . . . . and the sex scandal that binds
them together. From Gabrielle Zevin, the bestselling author of
The Storied Life of A. J. Fikry, comes another story with
unforgettable characters that is particularly suited to the
times we live in now . . .
A Place for White Lions Algonquin Books
An epic tale of a father and two sons, of betrayals and
loyalties, of a family unraveling in the wake of Ethiopias
revolution.
Meet Me at the Lions Flatiron Books
Justine Caryle is the perfect English gentleman, except for the
fact that he is the illegitimate son of the Earl of Ostermore and
the Earl’s true heir is determined to destroy his reputation.
Enemies for years, Caryll and Lord Ostermore come face to face once
in a battle of revenge, jealousy and greed.
In the Shadow of Lions Crooked Lane Books
Aladdin-meets-steampunk in this brand-new retelling from K.M. Robinson
All wishes require sacrifice…are you willing to pay the price? Cyra spent
the last seven years being trained to steal an airship in a brutal
competition that leaves the victor with millions. Last year, she won.
Aladdin spent the past year fighting to get enough money to take his
mother away from Horallen after his father was murdered. Now, his evil
Uncle Kacper wants to force him into the competition and straight to his
death inside the Collection Cave. When Aladdin discovers a genie said to
have been banished a century ago, the competition becomes even deadlier,
and he knows he can’t trust the girl who snuck into the competition this
year...but Cyra might not survive his ruthlessness either in a game where
only the lion’s heart can win. All wishes require sacrifice, and someone
is going to pay the price for the Stourbridge. Perfect for fans of Ready
Player One, Cinder, Mortal Engines, and Etiquette and Espionage.
Shadow of the Hawk WaterBrook
In the lion's shadow

Shadow of the Lions Bantam
"The Jewish people do not forgive. . .we do not forget." It is
the year 2000, and with the new millennium has come the fresh
promise of peace in the Middle East. But when a pair of IDF
reservists are brutally lynched in the West Bank town of
Ramallah--the graphic imagery of their final moments broadcast

around the Western world. . .all hopes of peace are shattered.
As Israel mourns her dead and America attempts to salvage the
peace process, the Mossad is tasked with finding and bringing
to justice those responsible for the butchery, activating a
Kidon team led by a young assassin known only as Ariel. . . The
"Lion of God." But as the hunt narrows, it quickly becomes
apparent that nothing is as it seems. And vengeance far from
the only agenda in play. . . The Lion of God Trilogy represents
an expansion of Stephen England's best-selling Shadow Warriors
universe, and this volume includes all three previously-
published individual episodes now compiled into a single
volume.
The Path of the Puma Vintage
Father of Lions is the powerful true story of the evacuation of the
Mosul Zoo, featuring Abu Laith the zookeeper, Simba the lion cub,
Lula the bear, and countless others, faithfully depicted by
acclaimed, award-winning journalist Louise Callaghan in her trade
publishing debut. Combining a true-to-life narrative of humanity in
the wake of war with the heartstring-tugging account of rescued
animals, Father of Lions will appeal to audiences of bestsellers
like The Zookeeper’s Wife and The Bookseller of Kabul as well as
fans of true animal stories such as A Streetcat Named Bob, Marley
and Me, and Finding Atticus. “An unexpectedly funny and moving
book. ... Through the story of a man who loves both lions and life,
Louise Callaghan shows how humour and defiance can counter cruelty,
and why both humans and animals crave freedom.” -- Lindsey Hilsum,
International Editor, Channel 4 News and author of In Extremis: the
life of war correspondent Marie Colvin. At the Publisher's request,
this title is being sold without Digital Rights Management Software
(DRM) applied.
The Lion's Skin Hachette India
WINNER OF THE JEWISH QUARTERLY WINGATE PRIZE 10 WOMEN TO WATCH IN
2017--BookPage A New York Times Notable Book of 2017 After one
night's deadly mistake, a man will go to any lengths to save his
family and his reputation. Neurosurgeon Eitan Green has the perfect
life--married to a beautiful police officer and father of two young
boys. Then, speeding along a deserted moonlit road after an
exhausting hospital shift, he hits someone. Seeing that the man, an
African migrant, is beyond help, he flees the scene. When the
victim's widow knocks at Eitan's door the next day, holding his
wallet and divulging that she knows what happened, Eitan discovers
that her price for silence is not money. It is something else
entirely, something that will shatter Eitan's safe existence and
take him into a world of secrets and lies he could never have
anticipated. WAKING LIONS is a gripping, suspenseful, and morally
devastating drama of guilt and survival, shame and desire from a
remarkable young author on the rise.

Never Turn Back Minotaur Books
In a narrative that moves with dreamlike swiftness from India
to England to Africa, Nobel Laureate V. S. Naipaul has
produced his finest novel to date, a bleakly resonant study of
the fraudulent bargains that make up an identity. The son of a
Brahmin ascetic and his lower-caste wife, Willie Chandran
grows up sensing the hollowness at the core of his father's
self-denial and vowing to live more authentically. That search
takes him to the immigrant and literary bohemias of 1950s
London, to a facile and unsatisfying career as a writer, and
at last to a decaying Portugese colony in East Africa, where
he finds a happiness he will then be compelled to betray.
Brilliantly orchestrated, at once elegiac and devastating in
its portraits of colonial grandeur and pretension, Half a Life
represents the pinnacle of Naipaul's career.
Lion's Bride W. W. Norton & Company
The epic Wereworld saga continues in the second installment of

this thrilling series! Picking up where Rise of the Wolf leaves
off, the kingdom is in disarray and Drew Ferran is grudgingly
being groomed for the throne. When a revenge plot by Prince
Lucas is revealed, Drew seizes the opportunity to flee his
obligations in pursuit of the renegade prince. But Drew and his
allies are in trouble, as they encounter rogue militias of
lawless Werelords and a nation of invading Catlords determined
to wrest power from Drew's paws. With the odds stacked against
him, Drew must face up to his kingship and embrace the Wolf or
all of Lyssia will be lost. "Game of Thrones for the tween
set." —School Library Journal
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